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We’re downgrading China’s growth and
currency as challenges mount
Widespread flooding, tough social-distancing measures at ports, chip
shortages and far tighter regulation in some industries - these are all
big challenges facing the Chinese economy right now. New and
traditional infrastructure projects could provide a lifeline. Nevertheless,
we're downgrading our GDP and USD/CNY forecasts

Flooding, particularly in
Henan province, is just
one problem China's
been facing

A particularly challenging third quarter
Let me give you just a snapshot of some of the big problems China is facing right now. In July, the
major city of Zhengzhou suffered from serious flooding. Zhengzhou is known for its smartphones
and semiconductor production. The floods hit factory operations and intensified chip shortages. As
a result, we can expect higher prices for our hand-held devices. 

A month later, China suspended some sea and air freight around Shanghai due to a new breakout
of Covid-19. This resulted in major congestion affecting the import of commodities and the exports
of goods and parts. We don't expect things to ease there until late September to October. The
result will be increased global freight prices which could have a knock-on effect for goods in the
west.
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On top of that, we have reforms the government is implementing in various parts of the economy.
We'll discuss those later. But you can start to see why we're downgrading our China GDP growth
figures and revising our USD/CNY forecasts. 

China PMIs show activities slowing

Source: CEIC, ING

Consumption weakness is likely to continue
Covid-19's localised social distancing measures are likely to continue into next year as new
variants emerge. But there's more. The Chinese government has recently announced a
clampdown on the technology and education sectors.  This is now putting pressure on the job
market and subsequently consumption growth. 

Clampdowns are putting pressure on jobs and consumption

Last month, private education centres were banned from making a profit. This is an industry worth
around $100bn a year. We don't have exact figures on the numbers of people who lost their jobs
but we could be looking at 90,000 in the Beijing area alone. You can read more about this here. 

The question is whether the young people in this industry will be able to earn as much as they did
before; it's unlikely. Spending from this group will therefore be lower on items from rent to high-
end consumer goods.

We do not think this is the end of this round of regulatory tightening. More reforms may be aimed
at boosting the productivity of the younger generation, for instance by encouraging them to
spend less time on smartphones and so on. We also expect there'll be changes to the allocation of
school places and disconnection from where students actually live. That in turn will affect house
prices. 

http://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3145363/beijing-city-says-it-will-help-people-who-lost-jobs-result
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China retail sales online vs shops

Source: CEIC, ING

Semiconductor chips are key to manufacturing growth as is the
technology war
Chip shortages will continue to affect factory output growth. This is already evident in automobile
investment, production and sales. And it's becoming apparent in other sophisticated electronic
goods which have many chips in just the one product such as production equipment and
smartphones. 

This does not necessarily mean slower profit growth for manufacturers. Chip prices have gone up
on a year-on-year basis as have the prices of the products that use the most chips. This might be
the explanation for higher industrial profits, besides low base effects, helping industrial profit
growth to jump above 50% year-to-date, year-on-year. 

The main risk is the delay to 5G infrastructure work globally

The main risk is the delay to 5G infrastructure work globally from reduced tax revenues and fewer
available workers due to Covid. This could result in smaller orders of semiconductors received by
factories.

The “technology war” is another risk for China's manufacturing sector as the US has increased the
number of Chinese companies on its entity list.

President Xi has tasked Liu He, the Vice-Premier, with leading the advancement of technology,
especially semiconductor chips which shows just how important this goal is. But there will be no
immediate results. Fiscal support for technological advancement will first go into
investment rather than production.  
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China industrial profits are strong due to negative base effect

Source: CEIC, ING

Fiscal policy to support infrastructure projects, the engine of
GDP growth
Fixed asset investment has slowed. There are several reasons for this. The first is that local
government debt issuance has reduced as credit costs have increased in China's bond markets.
This has led to a lack of funding for some infrastructure projects. Another is that some industries
face challenges to get hold of semiconductors and therefore have no appetite to increase
production capacity. This includes automobiles and telecommunication infrastructure. Both have
experienced contractions in fixed-asset investment.

The central government will try to accelerate infrastructure
projects to support economic growth

We expect that the central government will try to accelerate infrastructure projects to support
economic growth. But this needs direct financial support from the central government as we
expect some local governments will still face high credit costs, delaying their bond issuance.

Infrastructure in China means “new infra” as well as “traditional infra”. Both are treated as
important growth engines by the Chinese government. For new infra, China has yet to complete
the coverage of its 5G network. For traditional infra, China has many planned projects for railways
and highways to link up cities across provinces. To achieve a reduction in carbon emissions, China
also needs to build more solar and wind electricity generators. 

Infrastructure will be the stabiliser of Chinese growth. 
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Infrastructure and transportation investments have been slow

Source: CEIC, ING

ESG is getting more important - green, common prosperity,
corporate governance
Environmental: Achieving net-zero carbon emission. 

China is fine-tuning the momentum of its carbon reduction so that we do not see a repeat of the
spikes in commodity prices such as we saw with the PPI subindex for coal and coking, which rose
from 3.7%YoY at the end of 2020 to 45%YoY in July. The National Development and Reform
Commission revealed that some coal mines have resumed production, returning capacity of 667
billion tonnes per year. Some other coal mines can operate for one more year to smooth out the
price spike. The coal mine example tells us that the Chinese government is balancing the reduction
of carbon emissions with the rise in energy prices. We expect that the action points to achieve
peak carbon in 2030 should be released soon. Regulations should be clearer for the energy market
by then. China is completely serious about achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2060. And anti-
pollution policies should be expected in all industries, especially for medium to highly polluting
industries.

Social: Common prosperity, what does it mean?

President Xi has mentioned common prosperity recently. There are many media reports on this,
and most have focused on the introduction of a national property tax. In fact, we think it will be a
lot broader than that. Property taxes are only one of the taxes that redistribute wealth from the
rich to the poor. More big corporations are going to set up social responsibility funds if they have
yet to do so, and the size of donations from them should increase. The tax curve, for individuals
and for companies, should become more progressive, with higher rates of tax for those who earn
more. This is not unfamiliar to the western world where many countries apply a similar taxation
system. People and companies in rural areas will benefit from this "common prosperity" concept.
This is not simple to implement. The distribution of tax revenues between local governments and
the central government is always awkward. Reforms on sharing tax revenues between local
governments and the central government have been studied, but decisions have not yet been
made. Now, the common prosperity concept might break existing rules. But we still have to wait
and see what the details will be.

http://english.scio.gov.cn/topnews/2021-08/18/content_77699671.htm
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Governance: Corporate governance is key to avoid regulatory trouble  

Corporates need to take bigger steps to enhance their corporate governance and social
responsibility. They need to work to get ahead of the regulators. There are many things that could
increase costs to corporates, including control of data storage, employee benefits, and how their
products could affect national policies, like the third child policy. In the short term, this means
expansion of teams in corporate governance and in the long term means the costs of doing
business in China will increase. 

Monetary policy
Credit costs are going to increase with policy risks and the weaker economic momentum from the
chip shortage and Covid. If some infrastructure projects have to rely on the issuance of local
government bonds then the government should have an intention to lower bond yields.

To achieve this, the central bank, PBoC, can cut the Required Reserve Ratio (RRR) by 0.5 percentage
points in the fourth quarter of this year. The RRR cut in July has shown that this policy action is
successful in bringing down market lending rates, not just those at banks, but also bond yields. 

I once worried that the RRR cut would be a too aggressive loosening of monetary policy. But the
economy has obviously slowed down which now make another RRR cut more likely. And the need
for a policy interest rate cut of 7D reverse repo, 1Y Medium-lending facility rate (MLF rate) 1Y Loan
Prime Rate (LPR) looks unnecessary if the RRR cut can serve the same purpose.

GDP growth and USDCNY forecasts
Combining the risks and the opportunities, we have scaled down our GDP growth forecasts
for the second half of 2021. Chip shortages and Covid are the two main reasons. We expect
GDP growth to slow to 4.5%YoY and 5.0%YoY in 3Q21 and 4Q21, respectively, with the full-
year forecast of 8.9%, down from 9.2% back in July.

With weaker growth, we expect monetary policy in China to diverge from that of the US,
resulting in a narrower interest rate spread. Following this, capital inflows could slow or even
experience a small reversal. We forecast USDCNY to reach 6.7 by the end of the year from
the estimate of 6.45 made in July. 


